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FOREWORD 
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operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 

telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, 

establishes the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on 

these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3102 

Framework of the IMT-2020 network 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation provides the framework for overall non-radio aspects of the IMT-2020 

network. Following an introduction to the key features of the IMT-2020 network, architectural 

design considerations and framework of the IMT-2020 network are provided.  

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the 

currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within 

this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation.  

[ITU-T Y.3100]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3100 (2017), Terms and definitions for IMT-2020 

network. 

[ITU-T Y.3101]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3101 (2018), Requirements of the IMT-2020 

network. 

[ITU-T Y.3110]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3110 (2017), IMT-2020 network management and 

orchestration requirements. 

[ITU-T Y.3111]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3111 (2017), IMT-2020 network management and 

orchestration framework. 

[ITU-T Y.3150]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3150 (2018), High-level technical characteristics of 

network softwarization for IMT-2020. 

3 Terms and definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 control plane [b-ITU-T Y.2011]: The set of functions that controls the operation of entities 

in the stratum or layer under consideration, plus the functions required to support this control. 

3.1.2 data plane [b-ITU-T Y.2011]: The set of functions used to transfer data in the stratum or 

layer under consideration. 

3.1.3 IMT-2020 [ITU-T Y.3100]: Systems, system components, and related technologies that 

provide far more enhanced capabilities than those described in [b-ITU-R M.1645].  

NOTE – [b-ITU-R M.1645] defines the framework and overall objectives of the future development of 

IMT-2000 and systems beyond IMT-2000 for the radio access network. 

3.1.4 logical resource [b-ITU-T Y.3011]: An independently manageable partition of a physical 

resource, which inherits the same characteristics as the physical resource and whose capability is 

bound to the capability of the physical resource. 

NOTE – "independently" means mutual exclusiveness among multiple partitions at the same level. 
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3.1.5 management [ITU-T Y.3100]: In the context of IMT-2020, the processes aiming at 

fulfilment, assurance, and billing of services, network functions, and resources in both physical and 

virtual infrastructure including compute, storage, and network resources. 

3.1.6 network function [ITU-T Y.3100]: In the context of IMT-2020, a processing function in a 

network. 

NOTE 1 – Network functions include but are not limited to network node functionalities, e.g., session 

management, mobility management and transport functions, whose functional behaviour and interfaces are 

defined.  

NOTE 2 – Network functions can be implemented on a dedicated hardware or as virtualized software 

functions. 

NOTE 3 – Network functions are not regarded as resources, but rather any network functions can be 

instantiated using the resources. 

3.1.7 network slice [ITU-T Y.3100]: A logical network that provides specific network 

capabilities and network characteristics. 

NOTE 1 – Network slices enable the creation of customized networks to provide flexible solutions for 

different market scenarios which have diverse requirements, with respect to functionalities, performance and 

resource allocation. 

NOTE 2 – A network slice may have the ability to expose its capabilities. 

NOTE 3 – The behaviour of a network slice is realized via network slice instance(s). 

3.1.8 network slice instance [ITU-T Y.3100]: An instance of network slice, which is created 

based on network slice blueprint. 

NOTE 1 – A network slice instance is composed of a set of managed run-time network functions, and 

physical/logical/virtual resources to run these network functions, forming a complete instantiated logical 

network to meet certain network characteristics required by the service instance(s).  

NOTE 2 – A network slice instance may also be shared across multiple service instances provided by the 

network operator. A network slice instance may be composed of none, one or more sub-network slice 

instances which may be shared with another network slice instance. 

3.1.9 orchestration [ITU-T Y.3100]: In the context of IMT-2020, the processes aiming at the 

automated arrangement, coordination, instantiation and use of network functions and resources for 

both physical and virtual infrastructures by optimization criteria. 

3.1.10 PDU session [ITU-T Y.3100]: In the context of IMT-2020, an association between a user 

equipment (UE) and a data network that provides a protocol data unit (PDU) connectivity service.  

NOTE – The type of the association includes IP type, non-IP type and Ethernet type. 

3.1.11 physical resource [ITU-T Y.3100]: A physical asset for computation, storage and/or 

networking. 

NOTE – Components, systems and equipment can be regarded as physical resources. 

3.1.12 user plane [b-ITU-T Y.2011]: A synonym for data plane. 

3.1.13 virtual resource [b-ITU-T Y.3011]: An abstraction of physical or logical resource, which 

may have different characteristics from the physical or logical resource and whose capability may 

not be bound to the capability of the physical or logical resource. 

NOTE – "different characteristics" means simplification or extension of the resource characteristics. 

"different characteristics" allows the virtual resource to expose access or control methods different from the 

original physical or logical resource. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

None. 
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4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

AF Application Function 

AN Access Network  

ASF Authentication Server Function 

BRAS Broadband Remote Access Server 

CDN Content Delivery Network 

CEF Capability Exposure Function 

CN Core Network 

CM Connection Management 

CP Control Plane 

CPE Customer Premises Equipment 

CSCF Call Session Control Function 

eMBB enhanced Mobile Broadband 

GBR Guaranteed Bit Rate 

GPRS General Packet Radio Service 

GRE Generic Routing Encapsulation 

GTP GPRS Tunnelling Protocol 

HM Handover Management 

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem 

IMT-2020 International Mobile Telecommunication 2020 

IWF Interworking Function 

LAN Local Area Network 

MEC Mobile Edge Computing 

MGCF Media Gateway Control Function 

MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching 

MTC Machine Type Communications  

NACF Network Access Control Function 

NAS Non-Access Stratum 

NF Network Function 

NFI Network Function Instance 

NFR Network Function Registry function 

NFV Network Function Virtualization 

NS Network Slice 

NSI Network Slice Instance 

NSSF Network Slice Selection Function 

PCF Policy Control Function 
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PDU Protocol Data Unit 

PGW Packet data network Gateway 

RAN Radio Access Network 

PCF Policy Control Function 

QoS Quality of Service 

RAT Radio Access Technology 

RM Registration Management 

RRC Radio Resource Control 

SDN Software Defined Networking 

SGW Serving Gateway 

SM Session Management 

SMF Session Management Function 

UE User Equipment 

UP User Plane 

UPF User Plane Function 

UPM User Plane Management 

URLLC Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications 

USM Unified Subscription Management function 

VPLMN Visited Public Land Mobile Network 

VPLS Virtual Private LAN Service 

5 Conventions 

None. 

6 Introduction to the key features of the IMT-2020 network 

The IMT-2020 network will enable a variety of services, including enhanced mobile broadband 

(eMBB) services, massive machine type communications (MTC) based services and ultra-reliable 

low latency communications (URLLC) based services [ITU-T Y.3101], on an infrastructure of 

network and computing resources.  

Among the numerous features of the IMT-2020 network, the following are specific key features 

which characterize the IMT-2020 network:  

– distributed architecture based on softwarized network functions, 

– access network agnostic common core network, 

– network slicing. 

6.1 Distributed architecture based on softwarized network functions 

By virtue of softwarization and pervasive deployment of computing infrastructure with connectivity 

and storage, as described in [ITU-T Y.3150], network functions can be instantiated on demand. This 

brings to the IMT-2020 network architecture a shift in terms of network deployment paradigm from 

the deployment of network entities with fixed functionalities such as packet data network gateways 

(PGWs) or serving gateways (SGWs) to the instantiation of network functions as necessary.  
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The IMT-2020 network is required to enable the provisioning of diverse services by instantiating 

network functions as appropriate on the infrastructure of network and computing resources.  

A network function can be instantiated more than once (i.e., network function instances), e.g., to 

provide a given service to different geographical areas or to provide redundancy and scalability. 

The distributed architecture based on softwarized network functions allows on-demand flexible 

deployment of the necessary network functions and programmable network configuration. Modular 

network function design (e.g., separation of mobility management and session management control 

functions) is desirable to enable flexible network function deployment and programmable network 

configuration. 

6.2 Access network agnostic common core network 

In order to enable service providers to provide different services without building a separate 

end-to-end network for each service, an access network agnostic common core network is required.  

The IMT-2020 network provides diverse services with different access networks using the access 

network agnostic common core network. 

Separate access networks can be deployed based on the appropriate set of network functions and 

employed technologies. For example, access networks for vertical industries (i.e., smart 

manufacturing, power grids, intelligent transport, smart home environments, etc.) may require 

specific network functions and technologies. These access networks may employ industry specific 

communication, control and management technologies and architectures, which likely differ from 

the typical IP-based technologies and architectures of wireline and mobile access networks. 

Furthermore, the IMT-2020 network is also required to cope with other emerging services. 

The IMT-2020 core network is generally composed of common network functions and service 

specific network functions.  

The common core network functions are required to support the basic IMT-2020 network service 

framework for network services, including registration management, connection management, 

session management, user plane management and handover management. A high-level description 

of the IMT-2020 common core network functions is provided in clause 8.1.  

The service specific core network functions are required to support specific services. For example, 

public warning services and mission critical services for utilities and railways require service 

specific network functions such as IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) based call session control 

function (CSCF) and media gateway control function (MGCF) [b-3GPP TS 23.228]. 

6.3 Network slicing 

Network operators have traditionally provisioned multiple different networks to cope with their 

market requirements and business strategies. Each of these networks has been optimized to different 

requirements in terms of service characteristics, functionalities, performance and isolation aspects. 

Network slicing enables IMT-2020 network operators to create logically partitioned networks 

providing customised solutions for different market and business scenarios.  

In a typical IMT-2020 network deployment making usage of network slicing, the services are 

provided in the context of each network slice. Each network slice can provide customized solutions 

enabling the support of different application services such as eMBB, MTC and URLLC.  

Network operators may also deploy, e.g., for different customer groups or geographical locations, 

multiple instances of a given network slice, i.e., network slice instances, delivering the same 

features. 

A network slice instance (NSI) is composed of a set of network function instances (NFIs) running 

over the allocated resources. An NSI constitutes a logical network that provides specific network 
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capabilities and characteristics. Even when a network slice instance is statically defined, allocated 

resources together with their configuration may vary over time because of on-demand resource 

re-allocation or scaling. 

Network slice instances are created and managed by network slice life-cycle management functions. 

These functions deal with orchestration, control and management of network slice, network 

functions and resources during network slice life-cycle. ITU-T Recommendations [ITU-T Y.3110] 

and [ITU-T Y.3111] provide more details about the IMT-2020 network slice life-cycle management 

functions. 

Figure 6-1 introduces the conceptual overview of network slicing in the IMT-2020 network. 

 

Figure 6-1 – Conceptual overview of network slicing in the IMT-2020 network 

In line with what is described above, a network slice instance can support one or more application 

services. Also, the same application service can be supported by multiple network slice instances. 

As an example, in Figure 6-1, Service 4 is supported by both NSI-3 and NSI-4. 

An NSI may be composed of one or multiple sub-network slice instances (sub-NSIs). Similar to an 

NSI, a sub-NSI is composed of a set of NFIs running over the allocated resources. However, in 

contrast to an NSI, a sub-NSI does not necessarily constitute a complete logical network.  

A sub-NSI may be shared by two or more NSIs. In Figure 6-1, NSI-3 and NSI-4 share a sub-NSI: 

resources and network functions in the sub-NSI serve NSI-3 and NSI-4 according to the policy 

pre-defined by the network slice life-cycle management. Examples of policies include best-effort 

based policy, where NSI-3 and NSI-4 compete for the required resources and network functions, 

priority-based policy and pre-configuration of the isolated resources and network functions serving 

each NSI.  
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Some NFIs may be shared across multiple (sub-)NSIs. For example, the mobility management 

function or authentication function instance may be shared by two NSIs to serve them with common 

user context information. 

In order to illustrate how the concept of network slicing can be implemented in the IMT-2020 

network, Figure 6-2 provides an example of IMT-2020 network deployment from a network slicing 

perspective. Details provided in Figure 6-2 are out of scope of this Recommendation. 

 

Figure 6-2 – An example of the IMT-2020 network from network slicing perspective 

7 Design considerations for the IMT-2020 network architecture 

In line with the key features described in clause 6 and the requirements identified in [ITU-T 

Y.3101], the following clauses constitute design considerations for the IMT-2020 network 

architecture. 

7.1 Support of network slicing 

The IMT-2020 network is required to be flexible to support the extreme variety of requirements in 

terms of application services. Therefore, the IMT-2020 network is a network where multiple logical 

network instances, tailored to different customer specific requirements, can be created by using 

network slicing. The IMT-2020 network architecture is required to support multiple network slices 

and to allow a single user equipment (UE) to be attached to multiple network slices.  

When a UE registers with the IMT-2020 network, the UE is required to provide information for the 

selection of the required network slice(s) which the UE wishes to establish one or more sessions on. 

The selection of the network slice for the UE is triggered by the network access control function 

through its interaction with the network slice selection function. Details about network slice 

selection are provided in clause 8. 
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7.2 Support of network capability exposure 

Network slices are composed of network functions. The IMT-2020 network architecture is required 

to support network capability exposure in order to enable 3rd parties to use the capabilities provided 

by network slices as well as network functions. 

7.3 Common interface to support access network agnostic common core network  

As described in clause 6.2, the IMT-2020 network architecture is required to provide a core network 

which can be commonly used by different access networks. For this, the common core network 

(CN) is required to be designed with minimum access network (AN) dependency. This requires 

AN-CN functional separation and a common signalling interface, e.g., non-access stratum (NAS) 

[b-3GPP TS 24.501], between ANs and CN.  

NOTE – For ANs which do not natively support a common signalling interface, an interworking function 

(IWF) needs to be provided at the AN-CN interface so that network functions deployed in the CN can still 

use a common signalling interface. 

7.4 Separation of control plane and user plane 

The IMT-2020 network architecture is required to be scalable and distributed, with network 

functions in the user plane (UP) and control plane (CP) which can be flexibly deployed as required. 

The separation of CP and UP allows scalability and independent evolution of both planes as well as 

flexible network function deployments (e.g., centralized versus distributed deployment of UP 

network functions). 

7.5 Efficient support of different mobility requirements 

Mobility requirements for user devices may largely differ depending on device and application 

types. While handover is a required basic feature of most mobile devices, there are still a lot of user 

devices, e.g., smart meters and customer premises equipment (CPE), which do not require mobility. 

The mobility management in the IMT-2020 network architecture is required to support diverse 

mobility requirements. 

7.6 Support of low latency requirements 

Ultra-low latency communications-based services will be essential services to be provided by the 

IMT-2020 network. Several factors such as network structure, access signalling delay and data 

transport delay contribute to the end-to-end service latency.  

The IMT-2020 network architecture design is required to support low latency requirements. In the 

IMT-2020 network, flexible deployment of network functions can help reduce the end-to-end 

service latency.  

7.7 Leveraging existing techniques 

The IMT-2020 network architecture design is required to leverage existing techniques such as 

network function virtualization (NFV) [b-ETSI GS NFV 002] and software defined networking 

(SDN) [b-ITU-T Y.3300].  

SDN can be leveraged to enable separation of CP and UP functions as well as to enhance flexibility 

and programmability of the IMT-2020 network.  

NFV is expected to play a significant role in making the IMT-2020 network more flexible by 

realizing network components in software. It can help to reduce of the total cost of ownership as 

well as to increase efficiency, simplicity and flexibility for service offering. 
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8 Framework of the IMT-2020 network 

The IMT-2020 network architecture is expected to be based on distributed network functions as 

described in clause 6. The framework of the IMT-2020 network including high-level description of 

network functions and basic network service framework is provided in this clause.  

Figure 8-1 illustrates the framework of the IMT-2020 network from a functional point of view. 

 

Figure 8-1 – Framework of the IMT-2020 network  

8.1 High-level description of IMT-2020 network functions 

This Recommendation identifies the common core network functions required to develop a basic 

IMT-2020 network service framework applicable to most of the application services to be supported 

by the IMT-2020 network.  

Access network functions and service specific core network functions vary depending on the 

application services to be supported and, consequently, network services to be provided. Therefore, 

the IMT-2020 network architecture design is required not to be dependent on particular services. 

Service specific access and core network functions may be needed in addition to the common core 

network functions and basic network service framework described in this Recommendation.  

NOTE – Service specific functions can be provided based on the targeted individual application services and 

are out of scope of this Recommendation.  

The following clauses provide the high-level description of the common core network functions 

required for a basic IMT-2020 network service framework.  

8.1.1 Network access control function (NACF) 

The NACF functionalities include registration management, connection management and session 

management function (SMF) selection. 

– Registration management 

 When a UE accesses the network, NACF provides functionalities to register and de-register 

the UE with the network and it establishes the user context in the network. In the 

registration procedure, NACF performs, but is not limited to, network slice instance 

selection, UE authentication, authorization of network access and network services, 

network access policy control. 

– Connection management 
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 When a registered UE requests network services to the network, NACF provides 

functionalities to establish and release signalling connections between UE and core 

network. This includes mobility management functionalities. 

– SMF selection 

 When a session establishment request message is received from UE, NACF performs 

discovery and selection of the SMF that is the most appropriate to manage the session.  

When network slicing is used and a NACF instance, which has received a registration request 

through a signalling message, cannot serve an appropriate network slice for the UE's request, NACF 

instance re-allocation is required. Rerouting of the signalling message to the target NACF instance 

is required during the registration procedure to re-allocate the serving NACF instance including the 

transfer of the UE context.  

Depending on the deployment scenarios, the NACF functionalities in a network slice may be 

performed in distributed multiple NACF instances in order to minimize the signalling delays. In this 

case, local NACF instances distributed at the network edge can perform the mobility management 

functionalities for the (intra-RAT and inter-RAT) handovers. The serving NACF instance notifies 

UE location to SMF. If user plane function (UPF) re-allocation is required to support mobility, SMF 

selects a new UPF and performs inter-UPF mobility management. NACF re-allocation between 

local NACF instances can be performed if necessary. 

8.1.2 Session management function (SMF) 

This function provides functionalities to setup the IP or non-IP protocol data unit (PDU) 

connectivity (i.e., PDU session) for a UE as well as to control the user plane for that connectivity 

(e.g., selection/re-selection of user plane network functions and user path, enforcement of policies 

including QoS policy and charging policy). SMF gets policy information related to session 

establishment from the policy control function (PCF).  

SMF also provides IP address management functionalities for allocation and release of the UE's IP 

address.  

8.1.3 Policy control function (PCF) 

This function provides functionalities for the control and management of policy rules including 

rules for QoS enforcement, charging and traffic routing. PCF enables end-to-end QoS enforcement 

with QoS parameters (e.g., maximum bit rate, guaranteed bit rate and priority level) at the 

appropriate granularity (e.g., per UE, per flow and per PDU session). 

8.1.4 User plane function (UPF) 

This function provides functionalities for traffic routing and forwarding, PDU session tunnel 

management and QoS enforcement. The PDU session tunnels are used between AN and UPF(s) as 

well as between different UPFs as user plane data transport for PDU sessions.  

NOTE – A UPF instance can act as an anchor point for intra-/inter-RAT mobility when UPF instance 

re-allocation is required.  

UPF also provides optional functionalities including packet inspection and collection of UP traffic 

for lawful intercept. 

In order to accommodate the diversity of network scenarios, UPF may also provide interworking 

functionalities among different network segments, e.g., interworking between IP-based core 

network and non-IP based access network. 
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8.1.5 Capability exposure function (CEF) 

This function provides functionalities for network functions and network slices to expose their 

capabilities as a service to 3rd parties. In order to expose the capabilities, CEF stores the capability 

information and provides it upon capability discovery request.  

8.1.6 Network function registry function (NFR) 

This function provides functionalities to assist the discovery and selection of required network 

functions. Each network function instance registers itself when instantiated and updates its status 

(i.e., activation/de-activation) so that NFR can maintain information of the available network 

function instances.  

Multiple instances may be discovered by NFR per discovery request from network functions 

(for example, NACF uses NFR to select appropriate SMF, ASF and PCF). In such cases, NFR 

responds to the requesting network function with a list of discovered network functions, network 

function capabilities and optionally additional selection rules. The requesting network function 

selects an instance from the list and updates NFR to reflect its selection.  

When the discovery of network function instances in different network slices is required, NFR 

instances in different network slices interact with each other. A typical example is the case of 

discovery of network functions (e.g., user plane function) in visited public land mobile network 

(VPLMN) when a UE roams.  

In general, each network slice instance has its own NFR, at least logically. In certain cases, e.g., if 

the network slice instances are in the same administrative domain, a single NFR instance can be 

shared by multiple network slice instances as shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2. 

8.1.7 Unified subscription management function (USM) 

This function stores and manages, in a unified way, UE context and subscription information 

including, but not limited to, information on UE's registration and mobility management, 

information on network functions which serve the UE, information on session management for 

PDU session establishment. USM also provides authentication information of UE to ASF. 

8.1.8 Network slice selection function (NSSF) 

This function provides functionalities to select appropriate network slice instances for a UE. When 

a UE requests registration with the network, NACF sends a network slice selection request to NSSF 

with preferred network slice selection information. The NSSF responds with a message including 

the list of appropriate network slice instances for the UE. 

8.1.9 Authentication server function (ASF) 

This function performs authentication between UE and the network. NACF initiates the UE 

authentication by invoking ASF. Based on the UE authentication information obtained from USM, 

ASF selects an authentication method and performs UE authentication procedures 

[b-3GPP TS 33.501].  

8.1.10 Application function (AF) 

This function provides session related information to PCF so that SMF can finally use this 

information for session management.  

NOTE – AF interacts with application services that require dynamic policy control. AF extracts session 

related information (e.g., QoS requirements) from application signalling and provides it to PCF in support of 

its rule generation. 
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8.2 Basic IMT-2020 network service framework  

This clause illustrates the basic IMT-2020 network service framework, i.e., how network services 

are provided by network functions as described in clause 8.1.  

This Recommendation addresses the following basic network services: registration management, 

connection management, session management, user plane management and handover management.  

8.2.1 Registration management (RM) 

RM is used to register or deregister a UE with the IMT-2020 network and to establish the user 

context in the network. Two RM states are identified for UE and NACF to reflect the UE 

registration status with the IMT-2020 network: 

– DEREGISTERED, when a UE is not registered with the IMT-2020 network. 

– REGISTERED, when a UE is registered with the IMT-2020 network. 

Before registration, a UE selects the IMT-2020 access network to be attached. The network 

selection procedure is out of scope of this Recommendation.  

A UE can attach to the IMT-2020 common core network simultaneously over different types of 

access network such as IMT-2020 RAN, WiFi and fixed wireline access network. RM states for the 

attached access networks are independent of each other. RM maintains a common Temporary 

Identifier across multiple ANs to associate the different access network-specific RM contexts and 

provides a unified registration procedure for such case. 

The common Temporary Identifier is assigned upon the first successful registration of the UE over 

an AN and is valid through the following registrations over other ANs. It is globally unique for the 

IMT-2020 network and is stored both in the UE and in NACF as UE context. For the subsequent 

registration requests to the network, the UE provides the IMT-2020 common core network with the 

Temporary Identifier it has received in the first successful registration. This enables access 

networks to select a NACF that maintains the UE context created at the previous registration(s).  

User authentication and access authorization are initiated by NACF and are performed based on 

user subscription profiles in USM in order to verify the identity of the requesting UE. 

Authentication information is stored in the UE context, together with the globally unique 

Temporary Identifier, as a result of the registration over an AN. This authentication information is 

used for the subsequent registrations over other ANs.  

A single UE can be served simultaneously by multiple network slice instances and a single NACF 

instance may be shared by the different network slice instances.  

The selection of a set of network slice instances for the UE is triggered by the first NACF instance 

but this may lead to NACF instance relocation. For example, when a NACF instance is not proper 

to serve the UE's requirements related to a network slice, the NACF instance reroutes the UE 

registration request message to the appropriate NACF instance.  

Upon de-registration request from either UE or network, NACF deletes the UE context and 

subscription information and notifies the access network and UPFs via the corresponding SMF. The 

UPFs terminate the PDU sessions and release the resources allocated to the de-registered UE.  

Figure 8-2 illustrates the RM framework for registration request. 
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Figure 8-2 – IMT-2020 RM framework for registration request 

To register with the network, as shown in Figure 8-2, UE sends a registration request message 

through an AN. The AN relays this message to the pre-configured NACF. If the NACF cannot serve 

the UE's requirements, it performs re-allocation of serving network slice instance and NACF 

instance with, respectively, NSSF and NFR. After the serving NACF authenticates the UE with the 

proper ASF, it registers the UE to USM and gets policy information for the UE from PCF. Then the 

serving NACF responds to the requesting UE with a registration acceptance message. 

8.2.2 Connection management (CM) 

CM is used to establish and release signalling connection between UE and NACF. 

The signalling connection is used to enable signalling exchange between UE and core network. It 

uses the signalling connection between AN and NACF.  

Two CM states are identified to reflect the status of the UE signalling connectivity with NACF:  

– IDLE, when a UE is in REGISTERED RM state and it has no signalling connection 

established with NACF. 

– CONNECTED, when a UE has a signalling connection with NACF. 

When a UE in IDLE state needs to transmit a signalling message to NACF or to SMF via NACF, 

the UE sends a service request signalling message to establish a signalling connection with NACF. 

Upon receiving the service request signalling message, NACF performs authentication and 

authorization of the UE for the requested services and performs the required security procedures. 

Through the established secure signalling connection, the UE and the network may exchange 

signalling messages including session management and user plane management messages. 

A single UE can be connected simultaneously to multiple access networks with a separate interface 

for each connection. The CM states of the different connections are independent of each other. 

The release procedure of a signalling connection can be initiated by the AN or NACF. The UE 

considers the signalling connection released if it detects the release of the AN signalling connection. 

NACF considers the signalling connection released if it detects the deletion of the signalling 

connection context. 

Figure 8-3 illustrates the CM framework for service request. 
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Figure 8-3 – IMT-2020 CM framework for service request 

In Figure 8-3, the UE sends a service request signalling message to the serving NACF via AN. 

After NACF has authenticated the UE's requested service, it establishes a secure signalling 

connection with the UE. NACF lets SMF select the proper UPF(s) for the service request or update 

the existing PDU session context if necessary. SMF establishes a session for the service request and 

allocates a PDU session tunnel for the user traffic between AN and UPF(s) as well as between 

UPFs. SMF sends a service response signalling message to the requesting UE via NACF, including 

the IP address allocated to the UE. With the allocated PDU session tunnel information, AN 

reconfigures the UE-AN connection for the PDU session. 

8.2.3 Session management (SM) 

SM manages PDU sessions including control of PDU session tunnel establishment, modification, 

and release.  

The IMT-2020 network is required to provide PDU connectivity service, i.e., a service that enables 

exchange of PDUs between UEs and data networks (DNs). The PDU connectivity service is 

supported via PDU sessions that are established upon session request from UEs. Each PDU session 

supports a single PDU type as requested by the UE at the establishment of the PDU session.  

The following details of session management address the IP type of PDU sessions. Details of PDU 

session management for PDU types other than the IP type are not in the scope of this 

Recommendation. 

PDU session tunnels are required between ANs and UPFs as well as between different UPFs. SM 

enables the establishment, modification and release of PDU session tunnels. A single PDU session 

can carry multiple IP flows. The types of IP flows which can be handled by IP flow PDU sessions 

(i.e., PDU sessions constituted by IP flows) are guaranteed bit rate (GBR) and non-GBR. 

NOTE 1 – GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP) [b-3GPP TS 29.274] and generic routing encapsulation (GRE) 

[b-IETF RFC 2784] may be considered as PDU session tunnelling technologies.  

NOTE 2 – An IP flow is a user traffic stream of packets between the UE and a data network (DN) in the user 

plane. Multiple IP flows can belong to a single PDU session. Each IP flow is identified in general by 5-tuples 

of the IP header, i.e., source and destination IP addresses, source and destination ports and protocol. 

SMF controls the establishment, modification and release of IP flow PDU sessions. SM messages 

are exchanged between SMF and UE by NACF signalling. SMF controls UPFs for the management 

of IP flow PDU sessions including IP flow QoS. The following procedures apply to IP flow PDU 

session management: 
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– IP flow PDU session establishment 

• After the UE has secured the signalling connection with NACF, the UE sends a PDU 

Session Establishment Request message to NACF. NACF forwards the message to 

SMF.  

• Upon PDU Session Establishment Request, SMF selects a proper UPF and allocates an 

IP address to the UE.  

• SMF controls UPF and, via NACF, AN to establish PDU session tunnels and UE-AN 

data transport tunnel. 

– IP flow PDU session release 

• Explicit: The UE can request the release of an IP flow PDU session explicitly to SMF. 

SMF releases the session, deletes all the flows belonging to the session and requests the 

deletion of the flows to UPF and AN. UPF and AN delete the corresponding resources. 

• Implicit: SMF or AN can trigger the PDU session release. For example, if there is no 

traffic through an IP flow within a given period, UPF notifies it to SMF. SMF deletes 

the flow and requests the deletion of the flow to UPF and AN. UPF and AN delete the 

corresponding resources. If there are no more IP flows in the PDU session, SMF 

releases the PDU session. 

– IP flow PDU session modification 

• A PDU session modification may be initiated in order to change the path and QoS of an 

IP flow, e.g., to cope with the status changes in access networks or for load balancing.  

• SMF requests UPF to modify the IP flow PDU session. 

• According to the response message received from UPF, SMF sends a PDU Session 

Modification Request message to AN via NACF. 

Figure 8-4 illustrates the SM framework for PDU session establishment. 

 

Figure 8-4 – IMT-2020 SM framework for PDU session establishment 

In Figure 8-4, the UE sends a signalling message to NACF to establish a PDU session. The serving 

NACF selects the most appropriate SMF and lets it create a PDU session. After retrieving PDU 

session information from USM, the serving SMF performs authentication and authorization with the 

data network (DN). Then SMF gets policy information for the requested PDU session and selects 

the most appropriate UPF. Finally, SMF informs the requesting UE about the session establishment 

via the serving NACF.  
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8.2.4 User plane management (UPM) 

UPM is used to forward user traffic, including user traffic rerouting between UPFs due to the 

serving UPF relocation and to enforce QoS policies. 

PDU session tunnels managed by UPM are used between ANs and UPFs as well as between 

different UPFs. 

UPFs enforce per IP flow QoS based on QoS policies given by SMF.  

8.2.5 Handover management (HM) 

Mobility management is used to handle all aspects related to UE mobility. Mobility management 

aspects include, but are not limited to, UE reachability management and handover management. 

This Recommendation addresses handover management as a key aspect.  

HM provides unified procedures according to the access agnostic common core network principle.  

Handover procedure triggering includes, but is not limited to, the case of a UE moving from the 

serving AN to the target AN and the case of a serving AN which cannot serve a UE anymore, e.g., 

due to changes in radio conditions or load balancing.  

In order to maintain session and service continuity during handover, NACF initiates the switching 

of the CM signalling connection between AN and NACF and triggers SM to re-establish the PDU 

session tunnels. 

The serving NACF instance and UPF instances may be relocated depending on the specific 

handover situation. For UPF instance relocation, the serving SMF instance selects target UPF 

instance(s) to provide the optimal path. 
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